How to Connect Inbound
Marketing to B2B Lead
Generation

For B2B marketers, the most critical deliverable is lead generation. New ways to generate
leads from prospects, increase interest throughout the decision funnel, and maintain loyalty
through incremental sales from current customers are necessary for anyone in the B2B
marketplace. Inbound strategies are perhaps one of the strongest and most direct ways
to connect marketing activities to lead generation. The ability to illustrate how marketing
delivers bottom line results to sales team peers and company leadership is a critical need for
many B2B marketers. Here are some key ways to start making that connection.

Understand the Metrics
To understand connections between inbound
marketing activity and lead generation results, you
must first understand what metrics you’ll use for
evaluation, how those metrics are measured, and
what lead and lag indicators will look like to ensure
you’re either on the right track or need to make
course corrections. The first step is determining
your goals. Identify what will constitute success
and, therefore, what metrics you need to measure
for your content marketing efforts. Goal setting and
measurement should be one of the first steps vs. only
put into place after the program has launched. Choose
the most important few (i.e., 2-4) goals, align the
program to reach those, and put metrics into place to
capture lead and lag measures.
Metrics like CTR, open rates, bounce rates are ways
to determine if you’re on track to meet those goals,
but they only tell a story if you know how to understand what’s underneath the numbers. Whether
or not an activity is generating leads is the first indicator of success, but seeing little traction and
immediately stopping activity is often not the right move.
Imagine you are spending hours generating Facebook content, programming content and
workflows into a marketing automation platform like SharpSpring or Hubspot, and using tools like
Google Analytics to track progress. However, none of it is driving new leads; it’s time to evaluate.
Once you know an effort needs some attention you can turn to metrics like CTR, reach, frequency,
video views, and other appropriate indicators to diagnose the problem. For Facebook you should
start with a question like, “Do I have a big enough audience to generate interest?” First look and
see the total number of likes of your page. Then look at the individual posts being sent. What is
the reach? If you have 10,000 people liking your page but only 50 or 100 actually see your content
then the likelihood you will generate a lot of traction is low. It could also be a symptom of another
problem, your content hasn’t been deemed relevant and Facebook isn’t bothering to show it to
your prospects. Truly understanding what’s happening behind initial results is key to showing true
connection between marketing activities and measurable lead generation.

Segment Your Audience
Too often, B2B companies want to be everything to every possible prospect. When approached
through the efforts of marketing, however, this is a recipe for disastrous results.
Connecting inbound marketing efforts to solid lead generation means truly identifying and understanding who the best leads are for your business. That might be deciding to focus content,
automation, and other inbound strategies on relatively narrow segments (or maybe even just one
singular segment) of the industry. Do you want to target new leads that will start small, but can
be nurtured towards bigger purchases or is it better to focus on the “biggest fish” that have the
potential for bigger, one-time wins? Do you understand each potential audience segment’s pain
points and how your offering specifically addresses those? Can you use your audience segmentation research to partner with your sales colleagues and connect tactics for greater overall lead
generation efficacy?
Without knowing and making clear within your organization which prospects will be targeted
with inbound efforts, there is very little chance of being able to connect your work with lead
generation. In other words, do the research and stake a claim on the prospects you’re targeting
through marketing efforts and then show data reflecting your wins.

Deploy Marketing Automation
Automation typically comes with hard costs so many marketers feel they need to stick with a
traditional email platform versus making the case for a more robust tool. However, one of the
most powerful aspects of marketing automation is its ability to connect inbound efforts with lead
generation results, making it a great candidate for investment. Although automation has been
a buzz word for almost a decade, most B2B marketers aren’t clear on what it is and even less
know how to deploy successful automation campaigns that drive measurable leads. That reality
is unfortunate, because it’s the B2B sector that typically has the most to gain from enacting a
marketing automation program. Due to the longer sales cycle inherent in the B2B marketplace,
automation is key as it allows communication throughout the cycle and optimizes engagement
with the most likely prospects.
Strategic use of marketing automation allows
you to both proactively and reactively track
sales results back to marketing efforts.
Automation enables content, promotions, web
visits, and other engagement activities to be
tracked back to individual prospects. Everytime
they interact with your brand you gain a better
understanding of their needs, interests, and
how good a prospect they might be for your
product or service. Marketing automation
also allows you to control how and when you
reach prospects so you’re delivering the right
information to them at a time when they’re most
receptive (i.e., you’ll know not to have a sales
person reach out until a prospect has reached
a certain threshold of engagement). On the
reactive side, you can work with closed sales
data to understand how revenue generation
might have started with or been influenced by inbound efforts. By uncovering that a recent sixfigure deal came from a prospect that downloaded content throughout the funnel will clearly show
that marketing is an integral part of that win.

Have a Singular CTA (Call to Action)
Too often the action we want a prospect to take isn’t given its fair share of strategic thinking
during the marketing process. B2B marketers develop great content, promote it smartly, and have
everything in place to measure activity, but...forget to really understand what we want prospects
to actually do. And without driving prospects to an action, there is little way to connect inbound
marketing to lead generation.
The most important rule for CTA clarity is the less the better. Unless there’s a valid business
reason to include more than one action for a prospect to take, focus the CTA on a single action.
Most often that will be to request a demo or conversation with your team on how the prospect
can use your solution. However, there might be other things you want to measure, especially
throughout the inbound funnel process. If research has shown that your best prospects are those
that engage multiple times with your brand, you might consider a CTA that encourages newsletter
signup. If you know that prospects are more likely to become customers if they can see net value,
including a CTA that brings them to a cost-benefit calculator on your site might be the best course
of action. With a strong inbound strategy, you’ll likely be delivering multiple pieces of content
and, therefore, multiple calls to action over time. Knowing that empowers you to keep individual
content CTA’s to a minimum. The more you can encourage prospects to take the one, most
important action the easier it will be to connect inbound marketing to lead generation.

Making the Connection
Done correctly, inbound marketing is a strong driver of lead generation. But we all know what
isn’t measured doesn’t matter so it’s critical that B2B marketers undertake steps to understand
and clarify how their team’s work makes an impact on the company’s bottom line. Staying focused
on the tactics that drive sales benefits the entire organization’s growth and, in turn, illustrates
marketing’s role in that growth.

Mason Digital has worked with B2B clients to develop, execute, and measure
comprehensive inbound marketing programs. We’d love to chat with you about how we
can help elevate your team’s role and connect your work to lead generation.
Connect with us to start the conversation.

